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A NOTE ON EXTENSIONS OF FREE GROUPS
BY TORSION GROUPS1

PAUL HILL

Abstract. Under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis,

a torsion free group G is constructed that is the extension of a free

group F by a reduced primary group T such that G cannot be em-

bedded in a product of Z's. In particular, G is not free. This settles a

question raised by Griffith.

In a paper just published, Griffith [3] has shown that if the torsion

free abelian group G is an extension of a free group F by a torsion

group T then G itself must be free provided that T is weak Sp-pro-

jective for some reduced cotorsion functor Sp. In particular, this is

the case if T is a subgroup of a totally projective primary group.

Specializing much further, one has that G is free if G is the extension

of a free group F by any countable, reduced primary group T. In [3]

Griffith raised, and left unsettled, the following question: does the

above result in fact hold for an arbitrary (uncountable) reduced, pri-

mary group T? In this note, we answer the question negatively.

Unfortunately, our proof requires the continuum hypothesis, but we

suspect that our result itself does not. At the very least we may save

one from the futile effort of trying to generalize Griffith's theorem,

without additional hypotheses, to an arbitrary reduced primary T.

Our notation is more or less standard ; in particular, c denotes the

cardinality of the continuum and £2 denotes the first uncountable

ordinal. If B is a direct sum of cyclic ^-groups, B denotes the torsion

completion of B. In this connection, recall (from [2]) that any pri-

mary group T without elements of infinite height is isomorphic to

some pure subgroup between B and B, where B is a basic subgroup of

T. ¿Zn<w Cip") is called the standard basic ¿»-group.

Theorem 1. Let B be any unbounded basic p-group, that is, let B be

any unbounded primary group that can be written as a direct sum of

cyclic groups. If the continuum hypothesis is assumed, then there exists a

torsion free group G that is not free but has a free subgroup F such that

G/F= B, the torsion completion of B.
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Proof. Given B, we shall construct a group G with the desired

properties. By Lemma 50.1 in [2], it is enough to construct a nonfree

group G with a free subgroup F such that G/F is any primary group

without elements of infinite height having B as a basic subgroup.

Furthermore, it suffices to do this for a countable B, for once we ob-

tain such a group G we can add to it an appropriate free group and get

B + C = B~+~C

as a homomorphic image, still with free kernel, where C is arbitrary.

Thus let B denote an unbounded, countable ¿»-group.

The key to the construction of G is to do more than required; we

shall actually construct G such that it does not even have Z as a

direct summand. In particular, G will not be separable, for it is

necessarily Ni-free [3]. Before we begin the construction of G, let G„

denote, for each countable ordinal a, the free group of countably

infinite rank and let Ba denote an isomorphic copy of B. We shall

obtain G as a direct limit of the Ga's. For simplicity of notation, we

shall merely identify, in the appropriate manner, Ga in Gß if a<ß<il

and let G = \Ja<siGa- Thus the construction of G is accomplished

essentially by the decision of how we shall identify Ga in Ga+i for each

countable a. Since we do not want G to have a homomorphism onto

Z, the choice of the identification of G„ in G„+i will be heavily in-

fluenced by our desire to place obstruction to the extension to Ga+i of

a map from Ga to Z. For each countable ordinal a, denote by Ea the

set of epimorphisms of Ga onto (a fixed) Z. There are exactly c such

epimorphisms. In view of the continuum hypothesis, the elements of

Ea are in one-to-one correspondence with the countable ordinals; let

Ea  =   \ira,o, TTa.l,   '   *   ' j T'a.ß,   '   '   '   \, /3   <  fi.

Set E = \Ja<aEa and put E into one-to-one correspondence with the

countable ordinals with a function /:£>-» [0, ß) such that f(ira,ß) èa

for all a <ß.

To begin the construction of G, let <¡>0 be an epimorphism of Go onto

Bo with kernel Ko,

Ko *-* Go y-» Bo.

Let 7<ñ. Suppose that we have an embedding of Ga into Gß, an

embedding of Ba into Bß, and that we have an epimorphism <pa from

Ga onto Ba if a g/3 <7 such that the following conditions are satisfied :

(1) GßlGa is p-divisible if a <ß <y. (2) fo is an extension of <j>a and

the kernel of <¡>a is a direct summand of the kernel of <pß if a<ß<y.
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(3) The map ira, ß '. Ga-»Z cannot be extended to a homomorphism from

G\ into Z whenever/(ir„,ß) + l =X<7. (4) Ba is a basic subgroup (in

the set-theoretic sense) of Bß if a <ß <y.

We wish to embed the Ga's into Gy, the Pa's into PY, and to produce

an epimorphism <by from Gy onto Br in such a way that conditions

(1)—(4) remain valid, respectively, for/3g7 orX^y. As usual, there

are two cases depending on whether 7 is a limit ordinal or not.

Case 1. 7 is a limit. Set PT = Ua<7 Ba and set Gy = l)a<y Ga; we

remark that By and Gy are already structurally determined, but the

union of the Pa's is necessarily isomorphic to By in view of condition

(4) and the union of the GVs is by Griffith's theorem [3] necessarily

isomorphic to Gy. Thus these identifications are admissible, and the

induction obviously survives if we put07 = sup \<pa}■ Note that the

extension of (3) to X ̂ 7 is vacuous because 7 is a limit ordinal.

Case 2. 7 —1 exists. Let a and ß be the countable ordinals such

that/(7ra,s) =7 — 1; recall that/(7r„,0) ^a, so a^y — 1. We know that

Gy-i=^ji<w \xi\ is free and that P7_i=53«w {a¿} is a direct sum of

cyclic p-groups. According to [l], we can choose these decomposi-

tions such that 4>y-i(xi) =o< for each i. As we already observed, there

is no loss of generality in assuming that the order of a¡+i is greater

than the order of a,- for each i—the same argument that was used in

the reduction to a countable B applies. Hereafter, we shall make this

assumption. In what follows, if 7ra,0 cannot be extended to a homo-

morphism from Gy-i into Z, then its obstruction has already been

obtained and the induction step simplifies. In particular, in that case,

the nonnegative integer N can be chosen arbitrarily. Note that if

7t„,/j does extend to G7_i then its extension is unique because Gy-i/Ga

is p-divisible (and Z is ^-reduced). We shall continue to denote this

unique extension hywa,ß, so assume that Ta,a'Gy-i-»Z. Let N be the

smallest nonnegative integer such that wa,ß maps ¿^ísn {xí} onto Z.

By the choice of N, we have ira,ß(xN) ¿¿0. A crucial point is that we

can assume that ira,ß(Xi) = 0 if i> N and maintain the condition that

(by-i (xi) = ai for each i because of the increasing orders of the ais.

Denote the order of a,- by p'li) and set e(i + i) =e(i)+d(i). Choose a

prime q^p such that ira,ß(xn) has height zero in Z at the prime q.

Set Gy =23,<u {y i} and embed GY_i into Gy according to the following

relations:

Xi = y i if i < N,

(*) xN = qyN + pd<-N)yif+i,

Xi = y{ + pdli)yi+i       if i > N.
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Likewise, we set By=^i<u {bi} where bi has order peii), and we

embed By-i into By by the relations:

a{ = bi if i < N,

(**) aN = qbN + pd^bN+i,

ai = bi + pdii)bi+i       if i > N.

It is well known and straightforward to verify that (**) embeds

-B7_i into By as a basic subgroup, so condition (4) holds for ß^y. An

immediate consequence of (*) is that G7/G7_i is ¿-divisible. Thus

condition (1) is satisfied for/3^7. Clearly, the map </>7:y,—>&< extends

(py-i'.Xi—»a,- because of the consistency of (*) and (**). Furthermore,

the kernel Ky of <py is simply ¿^ {peli)yi}, whereas the kernel Ky-i of

<py-i is

Z í¿e(i)>';} + {?íeliV)yjv + ^(ÍV+1V+i} + Z {/>e(i)3'.' + /'c<i+u3',+i}.
«AT t>AT

Observe that Ky = {peW)y?f} -\-Ky-i. Therefore, condition (2) is re-

tained for ß ^y. In order to show that condition (3) remains valid for

X^7, we need to show only that ira,ß cannot be extended to a homo-

morphism of Gy into Z. Suppose that ira,ß extends to Gy. Then

T'a.ßiyN+i) =0 since Xi = yi-\-pd<-i)yi+i for all i>N and since 7ra,0(xt)

= 0 for all i>N. Thus 7ra,^(xA') =qiraißiyN) which contradicts the fact

that ira,ßixti) has zero g-height in Z. This completes the verification

of the induction hypotheses.

Set G = U„<q Ga, C=\Ja<aBa and let </> = sup {<^a}a< n- Then 0 is a

homomorphism from G onto C and its kernel K is free (because Ka

splits out of Kß if a<ß and Ka is free for each a). Obviously, condi-

tion (3) implies that G admits no homomorphism onto Z. Condition

(4) implies that C has no elements of infinite height and that B is a

basic subgroup of C.

For the convenience of possible future reference, we record what

we have proved as it relates to the standard basic £-group.

Theorem 2. Let B be the standard basic p-group. If the continuum

hypothesis is assumed, then there exists a torsion free group G that does

not have Z as a homomorphic image but has a free subgroup F such that

G/Fis between B and B.

Corollary. If the continuum hypothesis is assumed, there exists a

islender and Hi-free) torsion free group G that is the extension of a free

group F by a reduced primary group T such that G cannot be embedded in

a product of Z's.
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